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CQntents

Introduction

The introduction will set out the principal theme of the book: that the rise of the U.S. space
program was due to a concerted effort by science writers, engineers, industrialists, and
civic and political leaders to create a popular culture of space exploration based on
important elements of American social life (such as frontier mythology, fears about the
cold war, and the rise of the consumer culture). Much of the disillusionment with the
NASA space program which set in during the third decade of space flight can be traced to
a widening gap between popular expectations and the reality of space exploration.

I. The influence of imagination and popular culture on public policy in general: the
abolitionist movement, the regulation of food and drugs, the conservation
movement, the "winged gospel," cultural fashions in psychology, and administrative
reform. How popular culture inspires public policy and sets limits on the ability of
public officials to carry it out.

2. Public support for space exploration: the highs and lows of public support traced
through opinion polls and media coverage of the NASA space program; making the
case for disenchantment.

3. The overall argument: the effort to create a popular culture of space exploration and
how it was organized; optimistic expectations from the "barnstorming era" of space
exploration; early dissenting views; sober realities.

4. The plan of the book.

I, Beginnings: Making Space Travel Seem Real

Many leaders of the first spacefaring generation were influenced in their youth by science
fiction. Chapter 1 will put forth the argument that the "golden age" of science fiction laid
a weak foundation for the exploration of space among the public at large, and that
adoption of NASA's exploration plan was the result of a deliberate effort to build political
support for an ambitious space program by shaping popular culture.

1. The evidence: opinion polls from the 1940s and 1950s show a dramatic shift in public
attitudes regarding the likelihood of space travel.

2. The weak foundation: science fiction and fantasy from the early 19th century through
1950, briefly summarized; how it influenced space boosters; why it did not seem real
to the public at large.

3. The

4. The

effort to create a popular culture of space exploration: the contributions of David
Lasser, Arthur Clarke, Willy Ley, Chesley Bonestell, Wernher von Braun, the Hayden
Planetarium symposia, the C911ier'_ series, "Disneyland" theme park and television
programs; realistic science fiction and cinema realism; other presentations; the order
of exploration contained therein.

result: the long-range plan for the exploration of space as contained in NASA's
long-range plan, the Space Task Group, the National Commission on Space, and the
Space Exploration Initiative; the pinnacle of space realism and public support in
1968.



Chapter 2; The Cold War

While the spirit of adventure was sufficient to excite public interest in space exploration, it
was insufficient to win political approval for the ambitious objectives contained in NASA's
long-range plan. To overcome the limited program of satellite and flight research put
forward by the Eisenhower administration, and win public funding for lunar and
planetary exploration, space boosters tied their exploration ambitions to public hysteria
over the Cold War.

1. The forgotten alternative; dissenting views at the second Hayden symposium; promoting
Project Vanguard; Eisenhower's plan for the exploration of space; James Killian and
the President's Science Advisory Committee; later reincarnations.

2. Public opinion polls through 1961 show that a majority of Americans opposed spending
large amounts of money to explore space.

3. The popular culture of bombs from space: nuclear holocaust fears in the 1950s; space as
the "high ground" of the nuclear era; "control of space means control of the world;"
Hollywood weighs in; the UFO phenomenon; dissenting views; Eisenhower and
Sputnik; popular reaction to Soviet space endeavors.

4. The influence of the Cold War in creating political support for NASA's long-range plan;
military and industrial leaders take charge; President Kennedy and the decision to
go to the Moon; Star Warriors reassert the "high ground N rationale in the 1980s;
military rationales in the post-Cold War era; has prophecy failed?

). Mysteries of Life

Through popular culture, scientists and other advocates of space exploration have led the
public to believe that space exploration will provide answers to the great mysteries of life.
Through traditions that flow back to medieval bestiaries (natural history books with
moralistic or religious fables about actual or mythical animals) and journals of explorers
like Charles Darwin and Lewis and Clark, the public is easily encouraged to believe that
outer space teems with different forms of life and new phenomena. Public support for
space exploration has declined as the images from space have failed to live up the
expectations created by earlier reports from expeditions across the earth.

1. The intellectual tradition: bestiaries and other reports of exotic lands and animals;
images from the "golden age of exploration" across the earth.

2. Early expectations: visions of the Moon and planets; 19th century debates over
extraterrestrial life; Mars and its canals; the evolution of Venus and Mars;
envisioning extraterrestrial life from H.G. Wells to E.T.; life on the planets; alien
visits, fairy tales, and devil visits; scientific support for life in the galaxy;
wormholes and hyperspace.

3. The mysteries: where did we come from? Are we alone? Where will the universe end?
Space science answers myth and religion. The promise made.

4. Tales from the void: the disappointing Mariner flights to Mars; actual results from
Viking, Voyager, COBE, the Hubble Space Telescope, and other NASA projects; the
debate over SETI; is the universe inhospitable to life?; the gap between expectations
and reality.



4. The Extraterrestrial Frontier

Expectations about space exploration in America draw much of their force from the myth
of the frontier. Chapter 4 examines the way in which space boosters have relied upon the
popular appeal of frontier mythology to inspire support for the American space program.

1. Space as the final frontier: how space boosters have employed historical analogies to
justify space exploration; appeals to the voyages of Christopher Columbus and
European mariners, to the settlement of America and Australia, to the American
West, and to the exploration of Antarctica.

2. The frontier as a spiritual imperative: the basis for the popularity of the frontier myth
in American popular culture; the influence of Frederick Turner; science fiction as
the western in space; space boosters talk about the pioneering spirit and its
significance in maintaining the American way of life.

3. New worlds in space: plans for settling new lands and conquering new worlds; lunar
bases; colonizing the solar system; terraforming Mars.

4. Sour views: attacks on the frontier analogy; Eisenhower and the utilitarian space
program; academic efforts to demythoiogize the frontier; the continuing appeal of
frontier mythology.

5. Settlement of Space

Space stations are the first step in the pioneering of space. The settlement of the Moon and
Mars depends upon the development of space station technology. This chapter compares
the promise of space stations in American popular culture to NASA's actual experience in
trying to build them. The resulting gap between public expectations and reality
contributed significantly to public disillusionment with the space program in the 1980s.

1. Conceptual history and intellectual foundations: migration and the human spirit; the
doctrine of Manifest Destiny in space; space stations as frontier forts, base camps,
and first colonies where people learn to live and work in new surroundings.

2. Space stations in fiction and fantasy: the Brick Moon, yon Braun's wheel, "2001: A Space
Odyssey," the space colonization movement, and other examples of ambitious
outposts in space.

3. NASA perpetuates the image of really big space stations through its advance planning:
large space stations, outposts, and extraterrestrial bases; the Space Task Group and
the large space base; the space operations center; the National Commission on Space;
the promise of NASA's Space Station Task Force; the dual keel space station.

4. From vision to reality: the technical and political difficulties of building a permanently
occupied space station from 1984 to 1994.

6, Spacecraft

In order to promote the vision of space as an accessible frontier, space boosters sought to
convince the public that space flight would be cheap, easy, and reliable. They likened
space travel to the popular conception of other twentieth century transportation
technologies, most particularly the airplane. The shape of space craft did not matter as
much as the necessity that they prove accessible and easy to fly. Chapter 6 traces the
popular culture of space transportation and shows how the inability of the space shuttle to
fulfill public expectations dampened enthusiasm for human space flight.
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i. The intellectual foundations of space flight: space travel and the popular culture of
twentieth century transportation; the airplane as an extension of the automobile, the
spaceship as an extension of the airplane; the "winged gospel."

2. Spacecraft in fiction and fancy: public expectations expressed in books, magazines, and
the movies; the influence of Sl;ar Trek and other visions of space travel; space
propulsion in popular imagination.

2. Presenting the case for the space shuttle: the "cannonball" approach to space
transportation; space boosters promise cheap, reusable transportation; "everyman"
can fly; why the shuttle has wings; dissenting views and warnings; the Challenger
accident and its aftermath.

3. The continuing search for new transportation technologies to lift humans from the earth
and speed them through space; to Mars and beyond; space wars between the White
House and NASA over transportation technologies for the Space Exploration
Initiative.

7. People

Chapter 7 will place the question of "who flies in space" within the cultural movement
toward social equality in the United States. It argues that NASA missed an opportunity to
build popular support for space exploration by ignoring the social consequences of this
movement in its early flight programs, especially through its exclusion of women.

!. The cultural tradition: de Toqueville's observations on the influence of the American
frontier in reducing social differences and promoting cooperation; the yeoman
farmer in America; social utopias in science and other fiction.

2. Women in aviation: the role of women in the development of American aviation; the role
of American aviation in promoting the equality of women.

3. The astronaut corps: the decision to employ male test pilots as astronauts; astronauts as
American heroes; women lobby for inclusion in the astronaut corps; the Jerrie Cobb
story; NASA's efforts to demythologize the astronaut corps.

4. The "gender gap" in space: the space shuttle promises flight for everyone; NASA
struggles with EEO; the decision to recruit women and minority astronauts; reaction
to the flight of Sally Ride; NASA's teacher in space program; the Challenger
accident; public opinion polls on the lack of support among women and minorities
for space exploration.

8. Life on Earth

Chapter eight argues that support for the U.S. space program was part of a larger
movement undertaken by industrial and civil leaders to create a popular culture that would
lead the United States away from the Great Depression. Beginning in the late 1930s,
industrial and civil leaders worked to create popular support for a "consumer society _ as
the principal alternative to socialism and New Deal liberalism. The space program was
presented as part of a future in which technology and free enterprise would provide a
cornucopia of consumer goods for the average American. Human flight was required in
order to reaffirm the vision of technological progress, namely a higher standard of living
for people on (and off) the earth. In turn, the actual space program undermined this
rationale by returning images of the whole earth, helping to awaken the environmental
movement. Chapter eight recasts the classic debate between proponents of "manned" and

iv



"unmanned" space flight, seeing it not as a contest between humans and machines but as a
controversy pitting the economic and scientific purposes of exploration.

l. The Great Depression, the search for alternatives to socialism to revive the economy; the
effort to promote the desire for consumer goods through visions of a better
tomorrow; the 1939-40 New York World's Fair; the use of airline and space flight

images on product design and marketing; planned obsolescence.

. Human space flight and the consumer society; the first generation of space flight

engineers and the legacy of the Great Depression; space flight and economic
progress; gadgets and spin-offs from space; the importance of humans in space

exploration.

3. The view from space: how the picture of the whole earth from space transformed human
understanding of the planet; communication satellites and information technology;
the earth as one world; humankind as one family; the environmental movement;
Malthus and the "limits to growth;" environmental protests against the space
program; the frontier notion of unlimited natural resources; space technology as the
solution to overpopulation and starvation; the view from space as a Rorschach test:
the earth as a fragile globe with limited resources versus the cornucopia of

technology.

4. The seeds of its own destruction; forces undermining the space program and the
consumer society; the "man-machine" debate; the purpose of human space flight;

economic progress versus the spirit of discovery; the future of the U.S. space

program.

Conclusion

The final chapter will summarize the principle thesis of the book and examine what sort of
space program is likely to emerge in the future give the need to reconcile expectations and

reality.

1. Imagination and the U.S. space program: a summary of findings.

2. Reconciling expectations and reality: the loss of public interest; space realism gives way
to space fantasy; Disney replaces "Mission to Mars" with "Alien Encounter;" the sour
view (in which space expectations are viewed as a cult-like religion that can never
come true); the sober view (the abandonment of barnstorming for a more utilitarian
space program); the "swashbuckling" view (some technological breakthrough will

make original expectations possible).

. Space exploration compared to other endeavors where initial expectations gave way to
reality: exploration and the search for wealth in America; the development of
aviation.

4. How popular culture affects public policy: creating expectations and setting limits to

governmental activity; comments on the relationship between culture and
technology; where will the space program go from here?

V
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Brooks, Paul, Soeakine for Nature; How Literary Naturalists from Henry Thoreau tO
Rachel Car_;on Hav e Shaped America (Boston, 1980). [How the literary portrayal of
wild areas shaped popular culture and American attitudes toward wilderness.]*

"Columbuses of Space," New Yor.k. Timez (December 22, 1968). [Times editorial writers
compare Apollo 8 to the first voyage of Christopher Columbus.]+

Corn, Joseph J., The Winged Gosoel: America's Romance with..A, viati0n, 1900-1950 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1983). [The impact of imagination on the
development of American aviation.]**

Crichton, Michael, The Andromeda Strain. [Inspired by the failure of Biosatellite I in
1966, Crichton's fictional account of an alien organism run amok contributed to
public concern about extraterrestrial contamination and NASA's decision to
quarantine the first three astronaut crews to return from the Moon.]*

Donovan, Robert J., "Moon Voyage Turns Men's Thoughts Inward," Los Angeles Times
(December 29, 1968). [The religious and spiritual significance of Apollo 8.]+

"Footprints in the Dirty Sand," Washington Po_t (December 28, 1968), p. AI0. [The wonders
of the flight of Apollo 8 even impressed the editorial writers at the Washington
Post.]+

"Go!" Washington Post (February 21, 1962), p. A24. [Even the Washington Post got excited
at the flight of John Glenn.]+

Harris, Louis, The Harris Survey Yearbook of PubliC Opinion, 1970 (New York: Louis
Harris and Associates, 1971), pp. 83-84. [Americans rebel against spending so much
money on Apollo and NASA.]*

Heller, Joseph, Catch-22 (New York: Dell Publishing, 1955). [Building upon conceptions
fostered by prior authors such as Mark Twain and Franz Kafka, Heller's novel
contributed to the distrust of governmental bureaucracy present in American
popular culture.]+
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Jastrow,Robert, and HomerE.Newell, "TheSpaceProgramand the National Interest,"
Foreign Affairs (April 1972). [A very clear statement of the motivation for creating
the civilian space program, cast largely in terms of the Cold War.]+

Kesey, Ken, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (New York: Signet Books, 1962). [Kesey's
novel about conditions in a state mental hospital shaped public attitudes and
contributed to the movement to close these institutions.]*

Krugman, Herbert E., "Public Attitudes Toward the Apollo Space Program, 1965-1975,"
.Journal of Communication 27 (Autumn 1977) 87-93. [Results from a four-times
yearly Trendex poll that surveyed support for the U.S. space program over the
Apollo era.]+

McDougall, Walter A ..... The Heaven_ and the Earth; A Political Hi_tory of the Space Age
(New York: Basic Books, 1985). [While McDougall traces the space build-up to the
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McHugh, Paul R., "Psychiatric Misadventures," American Scholar 61 (Autumn 1992) 497-
510. [McHugh introduces the notion of "cultural fashion" and its impact on
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Michaud, Michael A.G.,'The New Demographics of Space," Aviation Space 2 (Fall 1984)
46-47. [Updates to 1981 the results of polling on American support for the U.S.
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Michaud, Michael A. G., Reachin_ for the High Frontier: The American Pr0-Space
Movement, 1972-84 (New York: Praeger, 1986). [Space constituencies gear up as
interest in the space program winds down.]*

Murray, Charles, American Social Policy, 1950-1980 (New York: Basic Books, 1984).
[Murray investigates the relationship between imagination, reality, and public policy
in the war against poverty.]*

Magnet, Myron, The Dream and the Nightmare: The $ixtie_ Legacy t9 the Under¢las_ (New
York: William Morrow and Company, 1993). [Magnet argues that cultural notions of
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Nash, Roderick, Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1967). [The influence of imagination on the U.S. conservation movement.]**

Novack, Barbara, Nature _nd Culture: American Landscape and Paintinz, 1825-1875 (New
York, 1980). [The influence of American art on popular impressions of the land.]*

Orwell, George, Nineteen Eizhtv-Four (New York: Harcourt Brace & World, 1949).
[Orwell's novel about conditions in a future totalitarian state shaped public
attitudes toward the use of technology.]

"Return from the Moon," New York Times (December 28, 1968). [Times editorial writers
called Apollo 8 "the most fantastic voyage of all times.']+

Runte, Alfred, National Parks: The American Ex.perience (1979). [A history of the popular
culture of the national parks traces American attitudes toward wilderness.]*

Schuike, Flip, et. al., Your Future in Space: The U.S. Space Camp Training Program (New
York: Crown Publishers, 1986). [Space camp and the public imagination.]*
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Sinclair, Upton, The Jungle (New York: New American Library, 1906). [Sinclair's graphic
descriptions of the meat packing industry prompted the creation of what became the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration.]*

Short, Brian, ed., The English Rural Community: Image and Analysi_ (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1992). [Romantic attitudes toward rural areas shape
government land use policies, as this study of efforts to preserve the English
countryside demonstrates.]*

"Space Voyagers Rarin' to Orbit," _ 46 (April 20, 1959). [Life magazine introduces the
Mercury 7 astronauts and their "brave wives and bright children."]+

Steinbeck, John, GraDes of Wrath. [Steinbeck's work helped to create public support for
New Deal social welfare programs.]*

Stowe, Harriet Beecher, Uncle T0m'_ Cabin (185x). [An outstanding example of how
imagination can transform public perceptions and propel government policy.]*

U.S. Space and Rocket Center, United States Space Camp (Huntsville, AL: Space and Rocket
Center, 1990). [Space camp as a method for rekindling imagination.]*

White, G. Edward, The Eastern Establishment and 1;he Western Experience (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1989). [Traces the rise of the "West of the imagination"
through the influence of Frederic Remington, Theodore Roosevelt, and Owen
Wister, who adopted the western lifestyle as youths and popularized it as adults.]*

Government Document_ and M_terial_

Logsdon, John, [title] in Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space Policy and
Applications (Washington: OTA, 1982). [A paper on long-term trends in U.S. public
opinion.]*

Paine, T. O., Memorandum for the Record, Meeting with The President, January 22, 1970;
NASA History Office. [Nixon tells Paine that the golden years are over.]+

Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States, Richard M. Nixon, 1969 (Washington:
GSA, 1971), p. 542. [Nixon's statement that Apollo 11 voyage was the greatest week
since the creation.]*

Roland, Alex, ed., A SoacefarinR People: Perspectives on Early Spaceflight, SP-4405
(Washington: NASA, 1985). [Contains a number of chapters on the rationale for
space exploration, both political and visionary.]+

"Why a Space Station Now? Our Step by Step Climb into Space," from Walter Froehlich,
Space Station: T.h.e Next L0gic_! Step (Washington: Government Printing Office,
undated), 34-37. [Another confirmation of NASA's commitment to its earliest long-
range plan.]+

Secondary..._Sources

Buckbee, Edward O. and Charles Walker, "Spaceflight and the Public Mind," in Frederick I.
Ordway and Randy Liebermann, eds., Blueprint for Space: Science Fic_i0n tO
Science Fact (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992). [Contemporary space
camps and space societies seek to elicit public interest in space.]+
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Edelman,Murray, The Symbolic Uses of Politics (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1964). [A classic study on the way in which language shapes the policies that
government is able to adopt.]*

Eisenhower, Dwight, "News Conference Remarks by President Eisenhower, October 9,
1957, N in Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records Service,
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Dwight D, Eisenh0wer, 1952-
1961 (Washington: GPO, 1952-1961). [Eisenhower attempts to downplay the
significance of the Sputnik launch: "the value of that satellite going around the
earth is still problematical."]*

Emme, Eugene M.,ed., Science Fiction _nd Space Futures: Past and Present AAS History
Series, vol. 5 (San Diego: American Astronautical Society, 1982). [Eight articles and
panel discussions on science fiction, film, space art, and ethics, assembled from an
AAS history symposium.]**

Freeman, John R., "Granger Causality and the Time Series Analysis of Political
Relationships," American Journal of Political Science 27 (May, 1983) 327-358. [This
article provides the methodological justification for including culture in the study
of space policy. Variable X is said to "Granger cause" variable Y if the former
improves the prediction of the latter.]*

Key, V. O., Public Opinion and American Democracy (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961).
[An early work on the agenda setting function of public opinion.]+

Krug, Linda T., Presidential Perspectives on Space Exploration; Guidinz Metaphors from
Eisenhower t0 Bush (New York: Praeger, 1991). [This study of political
communication describes the symbolic language used by various presidents.]*

Logsdon, John, The Decision tO GO tO the Moon (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1970).
[How the United States decided to go to the Moon.]**

McLaughlin, W. I., ed., "The Impact of Space on Culture," Jot_rnal of the British
Interplanetary Society 46 (November 1993). [A whole issue is devoted to effects on
history, the fine arts, science, education, and public opinion.]+

McCombs, Maxwell E., and Donald L. Shaw, "The Agenda-Setting Function of Mass Media,"
P0blic Qpinion Quarterly 36 (Summer, 1972) 176-187. [Like most of the academic
literature on the subject of agenda-setting, this article deal with the role of the
media through which popular culture is filtered.]*

Morand, Anne R., Joni L. Kinsey, and Mary Panzer, Splendors of _he American West;
Thomas Moran's Art of the Grand Canyon and Yellowstone (Birmingham, AL:
Birmingham Museum of Art, 1990). [A history of Moran's western trips helps to
explain the influence of art on the conservation movement.]+

Neustadt, Richard E., and Ernest R. May, Thinking in Time: the Uses of Hi_t0ry for
Decision Makers (New York: The Free Press, 1986). [Historical analogies and their
impact on public policy.]*

Roseberry, C. R., The Challenging Skies: The Colorful Story of Aviation's Most Exciting
Years, 1919-1939 (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966), esp. chap. 4. [A book on
aviation barnstorming.]*

Shelton, William R., "Science and Fantasy, A Chronicle of Space," in Shelton, Man's
Conouest of Space (Washington: National Geographic Society, 1968). [Shelton
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recounts the events and people that have inspired space flight on the eve of the
Apollo expeditions."]+

Survey Research Center, Satellites, Science, and the Public (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Institute for Social Research, 1959). [Findings from two nation-wide
surveys before and after the launching of Sputnik 1 probe public knowledge about
space exploration in the 1950s.]+

Van Dyke, Vernon, Pri_le and Power: The Rationale 9f the Space Program (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1964).*

Wolfe, Tom, The Right Stuff (New York: Farar, Straus, Giroux, 1979). [Public images of
the astronauts built support for the U.S. space program.]+
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i. Beginnings: Makin_Space Travel Seem Real

Primary Sources

American Museum of Natural History, Hayden Planetarium, _Symposium on Space Travel,"
conference proceedings, three symposia, 1951, 1952, 1954, Hayden Planetarium
library, New York City. [Led by Willy Ley, scientists and other space boosters
offered three symposia designed to "make the public realize that the problem of
space travel is to be regarded as a serious branch of science and technology." The
symposia excited interest in the popular press and television.]+

A_t0unding Stories (May 1936, April 1937, June 1938, February 1939, April 1939). [Five
copies of this famous pulp magazine reveal the formula for successful science
fiction during the 1930s that carried readers far afield from the reality of space
flight. Although two of the magazines have covers with realistic paintings of
Saturn and Mars, their stories are full of plots in which fanciful characters are
more important than science.]+

Bush, George, "Remarks by the President at 20th Anniversary of Apollo Moon Landing,"
National Air and Space Museum, _uly 20, 1989. [President Bush endorses NASA's
long-range plan by launching the Space Exploration Initiative.]*

"By Rocket to the Moon" (1929). [The U.S. title for Fritz Lang's classic silent film, Frau im
Mond, generally credited as the first science fiction film to strive for technical
accuracy in space flight.]*

Clarke, Arthur C., ed., The Coming of the Space Age (New York: Meredith Press, 1967). [A
collection of serious and fanciful accounts of space travel, including many

classics.]+

Clarke, Arthur, The Exploration of Space (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1951). [Clarke
wrote both fiction and non-fiction in his attempts to build realistic expectations of
space travel. This influential primer on space travel for the general public laid out
the conventional blueprint for the future space exploration.l*

Clarke, Arthur C., Going Into Space. Trend book 150 (Los Angeles: Trend Books, 1954). [A
soft cover, well-illustrated, comic-like book laying out "thrilling material" on "man's
interplanetary future" for "avid space enthusiasts." One of a number of easy-to-
read "dime store" books on the future of space exploration that appeared in the
1950s and early 1960s.]+

Clarke, Arthur C., "Letters to the Editor," Wirele_ World (February, 1945). [The first
reference by Clarke to the possibility of geosynchronous communications satellites
shows how fiction began to join reality.]+

Clarke, Arthur C. "Memoirs of an Armchair Astronaut (Retired)," Journal of the British
Interplanetary Society 46 (November 1993) 411-414. [If early science fiction fans
"had even dreamed that the price of the first round trip ticket to the Moon would be
$10 billion per passenger," they would have quit in discouragement.]+

Clarke, Arthur C., _Visions of Space" Spaceflight (May 1986). [Arthur Clarke remembers
the first science fiction magazine he saw when he was twelve.]

Clarke, Arthur C., "We Can Rocket to the Moon --Now! _ Tales of Wonder (Summer, 1939).
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[An early attempt to build public support for space exploration.]*

Cleator, Philip E., Rockets Throu_.h Space (1936). [The founder of the British
Interplanetary Society helped to lay support for space exploration.]*

Coggins, Jack, Rockets, Jets, Guided Missiles _tnd Space Ships (New York: Random House,
1951). [Primarily a children's book on rocketry, this richly illustrated book presents
the classic order of human exploration.]+

Coggins, Jack, By Spaceship tO the Moon (1952).*

Colton, F. Barrows, "News of the Universe," National Geographic (July 1939) 1-32. [Real

and imagined pictures from space help to kindle public interest in exploration, with
astronomic paintings by Charles Bittinger.]+

"The Conquest of Space" (1955). [Hollywood's attempt to promote a "factual" science fiction
film fell flat and returned movie-making to the realm of fantasy.]*

Conway, Doug, "25 Years on the Final Frontier. Star Trek: Still Inspirational After All
These Years," Ad Astra (September 1991) 44-48. [Says a Lockheed Vice President:
"when I was a child, a friend was banished from the dinner table because he insisted

people would get to the Moon in 20 years."]+

"Destination Moon" (1950), [In a rare excursion into space realism, this well-received
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2. The Cold War
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Tsiolkovskiy, K.E.,Th¢ Investigation of Universal Space by Means of Reactive Devices (1911
and 1926), NASA translations in Tsiolkovskiy, W0rk_ on Rocket Technolo_v, November
1965, NASA History Office. [One of the first serious proposals for an earth-orbiting
space station. Also see Beyond the Planet Earth, translated by Kenneth Syers (New
York: Pergamon Press, 1960.]*

von Braun, Wernher, "Crossing the Last Frontier," (_ollier's 129 (March 22, 1952). [Von Braun's
proposal for an earth-orbiting space station, with paintings by Chesley Bonestell. Von
Braun called the concept a "monster." Wernher von Braun to Aristid V. Grosse, June
21, 1952. A.V. Grosse Action (1951-1957), container #42, von Braun papers, Library of
Congress.**]+

von Pirquet, Guido, "Fahrtrouten," Die Raketg (May 1923 to April 1929), NASA History Office.
[Another early proposal for an earth-orbiting space station.]

Waldrop, M. Mitchell, "Space City: 2001 It's Not," Science 83 4 (October, 1983). [NASA's
proposed space station does not measure up to popular images of the faculty.]+

Wilford, John Noble, "When Man Has Stations in Space," New York Times (October 18, 1969).
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['Anyone who hasseenthe movie"2001:A SpaceOdyssey"hasa goodideaof what a
space station will be like," says Wilford.]+

Government D0cumentz and Materials

Advisory Committee on the Redesign of the Space Station (Vest Committee), Final Report to
the President (Washington: GPO, 1993). [More options for the incredible shrinking space
station.]+

Compton, W. David, and Charles D. Benson, Living and Working in Space: A History of Skvlab,
SP-4208 (Washington: NASA, 1983). [Although primarily a technical history of the
Skylab project, it contains material on the development of the space station concept in
NASA.]+

Johnson, Richard D., and Charles Holbrow, Space Settlemcnl_; A Design Stodv (Washington:
NASA, 1977). [A report from the Ames Research Center based on the 1975
NASA/ASEE summer faculty fellowship in program in engineering, giving government
imprimatur to the space colonization movement.]**

Logsdon, John, "The Evolution of Civilian In-Space Infrastructure, ie., 'Space Station,'
Concepts in the United States, _ in Office of Technology Assessment, Civilian Space
Stations and the U.S. Future in Space., (Washington: GPO, 1984). [A review of NASA's
early quest for a space station appears as an appendix in this ambivalent review of the
U.S. future in space.]+

NASA, "Proceedings of Space Station Planning Workshop Held at the NASA/ Michoud
Assembly Faculty in New Orleans, Louisiana, November 18-20, 1981," NASA History
Office. [Contains NASA's commitment to a multi-functional space station.]+

NASA, "The Space Station: A Description of the Configuration Established at the Systems
Requirements Review (SRR)," Office of Space Station, NASA Headquarters, June 1986.
[NASA's commitment to a multi-functional space station is contained in this 1986
publication.]+

NASA, Soace Station; Key to the Future (Washington: GPO, undated.) [This NASA publication,
released about 1969, details NASA's plans to build a spacious 12-person, five deck space
station and link them together into an impressively large space base.]+

NASA, Space Station Frced0m Media Handbook (Washington: TADSCORPS, 1992). [Contains
a statement of purpose for the space station, along with a history and an attempt to
justify the scaling back of the functions that NASA's space station would perform.]+

NASA, Space Station Redesign Team (Bryan D. O'Connor, Director), "Final Report to the
Advisory Committee on the Redesign of the Space Station," NASA Headquarters, June,
1993. [This 295-page document lays out the missions to be accomplished by three
alternative configurations.]+

Paine, Thomas, Memorandum to the President, February 24, 1969, NASA History Office.
[Paine argues that the justification for the space station should not be its immediate
benefits, but as the necessary next step in the "conquest" of space.]*

Stofan, Andrew J., "Space Station: A Step into the Future," NASA, undated. [A space station
is "an enabling capability" for trips to the Moon and Mars, according to one of the
directors of NASA space station program.]+

U.S. House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Government Activities and
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Transportation,Cost, Justification, and Benefits of NASA's Space Station, 102nd Cong.,
1st sess., 1991. [Representative Barbara Boxer, armed with a GAP report, delivers a
stinging attack on NASA's management of the space station program.]+

U.S. House Committee on Science and Technology, Subcommittee on Space Science and
Applications, NASA's Space Station Activities, 98th Cong., 1st sess., 1983. [One of the
most complete statements of NASA's early commitment to a multi-functional space
station. Space Station Task Force director John Hodge also admits that most people
envision a space station as a large rotating wheel.]

U.S. Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, NASA Authorization for Fiscal
Year 1970, part 1, 91st Cong., 1st sess., 1969. [George Mueller's extensive testimony on
the future of the manned space flight program contains the prediction that the space
station will be so large that people will be able to see with the naked eye from the
earth.]+

U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations, Department of Housing and Urban Developmenk
and Certain Independent Agen¢i¢_ Appropriation_ for Fizcai Year 1985, 98th Cong., 2nd
sess., 1984. [Contains the proceedings of a March, 1984, Workshop on Automated Space
Station, including a statement by Space Station Task Force engineer Daniel Herman on
the long-range purpose of a space station.]+

U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Subcommittee on Science,
Technology, and Space. Civil Space Station, 98th Cong., 1st sess., 1983. [John Hodge and
James Beggs present NASA's concept for a multi-functional space station. Also contains
a philosophic statement by presidential science adviser Victor Reis on the rationale
for the facility.]+

Secondary Sourc¢_

Congressional Record, House (June 23, 1993). [The House of Representatives debates a newly
scaled down space station before turning back an amendment to delete it by one vote.]*

Hacker, Barton D., "And Rest As on a Natural Station: From Space Station to Orbital
Operations in Space Travel Thought, 1895-1951," unpublished paper, 1972, NASA
History Office.*

Grey, Jerry, Beachhead, in Spa¢¢ (New York: MacMillan, 1983).*

Gruen, Adam, "The Port Unknown: A History of the Space Station Freedom Program," an
unpublished manuscript, undated, NASA History Office. [Although it technically deals
with the design and development of the space station program, it contains a rich
description of early space station concepts and rationale. Also see "The Port Unknown,"
(a dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy in the Department of History in the Graduate School of Duke
University, 1989).]+

Hook, W. Ray, "Historical Review," Journal of Engineering for Industry; Transactions of the
ASME 106 (November 1984) 277-278. [An illustrated history of NASA's attempts to
design an earth-orbiting space station.]+

Korchenko, I. A., and I. V. Strazheva, "The Ideas of K. E. Tsiolkovsky on Orbital Space
Stations," presented at the Fifth History Symposium at the International Academy of
Astronautics, Brussels, Belgium, September, 1971, reprinted in R. Cargill Hall, ed.,
Es_avs on the History of Rocketry and Astronautics; Proceedings of the Third Through
the Sixth History Symposia of the Internati0nal Academy of A_tr0nautics, vol. 1 (NASA
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Scientific and Technical Information Office, 1977). [A review of Tsiolkovksy's
writings on space stations.]+

Logsdon, John, "Space Stations: A Policy History" (prepared for the Johnson Space Center,
NASA, contract NAS9-16461, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.,
undated). [A review of NASA's efforts to develop a space station during the 1960s and
1970s.]+

McCurdy, Howard E., The Space Station Decision: Incremental Politics and Technological

Choice (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins .University Press, 1990). [The 1984 decision to build
a permanently occupied space station, along with the history and rationale for the
project.]+

Sykora, Fritz, "Guido yon Pirquet: Austrian Pioneer of Astronautics," paper presented at the
Fourth History Symposium of the International Academy of Astronautics, Constance,
German Federal Republic, October 1970, NASA History Office. [Von Pirquet was an
early advocate for an earth-orbiting space station.]+
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6. Spacecraft

Primary Sources

Aeronautics and Astronautics (January 1964). [Several articles discuss the possibility of
developing a reuseable transportation system in this early compilation.]*

"Battlestar Galactica." [The movie (1977) and television series portray a number of fighter-
type spacecraft.]*

Bova, Ben, "The Shuttle, Yes," New York Times (January 4, 1982). [Following the second test
flight of the space shuttle, the editorial director of Omni magazine launches an attack
on the critics who doubt that the shuttle will ever achieve NASA's flight rate goals.
It uses spinoffs and exploration analogies to support the shuttle.]+

Bush, George, "Remarks by the President at 20th Anniversary of Apollo Moon Landing,"
National Air and Space Museum, July 20, 1989. [Contains the first reference to travel
outside the solar system.]*

Center for Aerospace Education Development, "Space Shuttle: A Space Transportation System
Activities Book," Civil Air Patrol, U.S. Air Force, undated. [A space shuttle coloring
book describes the orbiter as "like a cargo plane/]+

Collier's (March 22, October 18, October 25, 1952; February 28, March 7, March 14, June 27,
1953; April 30, 1954). [A variety of spacecraft, many of classical design, are featured
in this early eight-part series on the exploration of space. See especially "Can We Get
to Mars?" in the April 30, 1954, issue, which presented a reuseable earth-to-orbit space
transportation system.]*

Collins, Michael, "Orbiter is First Spacecraft Designed for Shuttle Runs," Smithsonian (May
1977) 38-47. [Astronaut Collins soberly assesses the risks in the shuttle test flights and
praises the idea of a reuseable spacecraft.]+

Cooper, Henry S. F., "Annals of Space: We Don't Have to Prove Ourselves," New Yorker
(September 2, 1991). [Henry Cooper's article on Max Faget explains why the space
shuttle has wings.]+

Day, L. E., and B. G. Noblitt, "Logistics Transportation for Space Station Support," presented
at the IEEE EASCON Session on Earth Orbiting Manned Space Station, Washington,
D.C., October 29, 1969, NASA History Office. [Further confirmation that NASA
initially viewed tile space shuttle as a support system for its earth-orbiting space
station.]+

"Destination Moon" (1950). [One of the first films to portray what space travel might actually
look like features a classically-shaped, easy to build spaceship.]*

Disneyworld, Tomorrowland, "Journey to Mars." [The speed at which the Marscraft travels,
the nar_rator states, was considered science fiction only a few decades earlier.]

Durant, Frederick C. and Ron Miller, World_ Beyond: The Art of Chesley Bonestell (Norfolk:
Donning, 1983). [Especially see Bonestell's 1948 painting of a winged, V-2 shaped
spaceship on the Moon.]*

Embury, Barbara, with Tom D. Crouch, The Dream is Alice (New York: Harper and Row,
1991). [A printed version of the widely-viewed IMAX film on the space shuttle]*
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Faget, Maxime A. and H. P. Davis, "SpaceShuttle Applications," Annals of the New York
Academy of Scienoe_ 187 (January 25, 1972) 261-282. [Not only will the shuttle be cost-
effective, it will launch large payloads for the exploration of the solar system.]*

Feynman, Richard P.,"An Outsider's Inside View of the Challenger Inquiry," _Phv_ic$ Today
41 (February 1988) 26-37. [The iconoclastic Richard Feynman discusses the O-ring
problem and Morton Thiokors effort to solve it. Be sure to compare this to Dunar and
Waring's history of the Marshall Space Flight Center --on the Challenger accident --
which disputes Feynman's interpretation.]*

Feynman, R.P.,"Personal Observations on Reliability of Shuttle," in Presidential Commission
on the Space Shuttle Challenger Accident, Report of _he Presidential C0mmi$_ion,
appendix F, (Washington: GPO, 1986). [Feynman popularized the notion that NASA
managers had overestimated the reliability of the space shuttle. This appendix seeks
to calculate the real risks.]+

Feynman, Richard P., What DO YOu Care What O_her People Think? as told to Ralph Leighton
(New York: W. W. Norton and Co, 1988). [This continuation of physicist Richard
Feynman's autobiography offers a personal account of the Rogers Commission
investigation and his participation on it.]*

Grey, Jerry, "The New Orient Express," Discover (January 1986). [Recent developments in the
field of high-speed flight.]+

Haggerty, James J., "Space Shuttle: Next Giant Step for Mankind," Aerospacg 14 (December
1976) 2-9. [The space shuttle will provide routine access to space at reduced cost.]+

Hallion, Richard P., "The Space Shuttle's Family Tree," Air & Sp_ce (April/May 1991) 44-46.
[Hallion, who has written extensively about lifting bodies, traces the illustrates of the
space shuttle concept in this short article.]*

Kaku, Michio, HvoersDace: A Scientific Odyssey Through Parallel U.niver_es. Time WarDs, and
Ih¢ Tenth Dimension (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994). [Physicists
contemplate the possibility that much thought about space travel associated with science
fiction may be real.]*

Lawler, Andrew, "Livermore Group Proposes Cheap Mission to Mars," SDace News (November
13, 1989). [Inflatable spacecraft that could take astronauts to Mars would be ready for
launch into orbit by 1996.]+

Mauldin, John H. ProsPects for Interstellar Travel, vol. 80 (San Diego: American Astronautical
Society). [Serious consideration of the requirements for the impossible.]*

Miller, Jon D., "The Challenger Accident and Public Opinion: Attitudes Toward the Space
Programme in the USA," Space Policy 3 (May 1987) 122-140. [In his survey of public
option, Miller insists that public support for the shuttle and the space program in
general increased in the aftermath of the shuttle accident.]*

Media General/Associated Press public opinion poll, June/July, 1988. [Only 10 percent rate
the effectiveness of NASA as excellent, while 37 percent rate is fair or poor.]+

Michener, James A.,"Manifest Destiny," Omni (April 1981)48-50, 102-104. [The future of the
U.S. space program rides on the success of the space shuttle.]+

Mueller, George, "Antimatter & Distance Space Flight," Soaceflizht (May 5, 1983) 202-207. [A
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prominent NASA spaceflight managerspeculateson the possibility of interstellar
travel.]+

Mueller, George F.,'The Benefits of Space Exploration Related to the Space Shuttle," Interavia
27 (December 1972) 1335-1336. [The chief of NASA's office of manned space flight at
the time of the shuttle decision describes the missions envisioned for the space shuttle.]*

Mueller, George E.,"The New Future for Manned Spacecraft Developments," A_tronautic_ and
Aeronautics 28 (March 1969). [The early NASA line on the advantages of an airline-
like space shuttle that would carry payloads into orbit for about $5 per pound.]*

Mueller, George F.,"Space Shuttle --Beginning a New Era in Space Cooperation," Astr0nauti¢_
& Aeronautic_ (September 1972) 20-25. [How the shuttle will bring nations together
and usher in ready access to space.]*

Oberth, Hermann, Wege zor Raumschiffahrt (Ways tO Spaceflight), rev. ed. (1929). [Oberth's
Model E rocket, used for a flight around the Moon, was shaped like an artillery shell
35 by l0 meters that stood on the tips of four large fins. The spacecraft was also
described in his 1923 Rocket Into Planetary Space.]*

Oberth, Hermann, quoted in Boyce Rensberger, "The Prophet in His Orbit," Washington Post
(November 7, 1985), p. CI. [Oberth's comment on the shuttle: "more complicated that
I thought.']**

O'Leary, Brian, "The Space Shuttle: NASA's White Elephant in the Sky," Bulletin qf _he Atomic
Scientists (February 1973) 36-43. [Drawn in part from Congressional testimony, O'Leary
questions the optimistic cost estimates used to justify the space shuttle.]+

O'Leary, Michael, "Shuttling, the Ford of the Space Ways," Air Progress 39 (December 1977)
38-44. [A popular articles that discusses the implications of routine access to space.]*

Paine, Thomas O.,'Head of NASA Has New Vision of 1984," New York Times (July 17, 1969).
[Paine confidently assures Time_ readers that a round trip, economy class fare between
the earth and an orbiting space station will cost only a few thousand dollars, while
earth-moon flights will come down to the $10,000 range.]+

Perrow, Charles, "The Habit of Courting Disaster," Nation (October 11, 1986). [Perrow applies
his influential theory to the Challenger accident.]

Perrow, Charles, Normal Accidents (New York: Basic Books, 1984). [A ground breaking work,
published before the Challenger accident, which explained why accidents were
inevitable in complicated, tightly-coupled systems created by modern engineering.]

Pielke, Roger A. and Radford Byerly, 'The Space Shuttle Program: Performance versus
Promise," in Radford Byerly, Space P01iey Alternatives (Boulder, CO: Westview Press,
1992). [Data on the inability of the space shuttle to achieve its original goals of easy
and inexpensive access to space.]+

Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle Challenger Accident (Rogers
Report of llhe Presidential Commis_ion, (Washington: GPO, 1986).
Commission outline the failings of the space shuttle program.] +

Commission),
[The Rogers'

Ragsdale, AI, "Flying the Space Shuttle," Ana_ 97 (December 1977) 70-85. [A promotional
article that touts the benefits of routine access to space.]*

Riffe, Daniel and James Glen Stovall, "Diffusion of News of Shuttle Disaster: What Role for
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Emotional Response?" .Journalism Quarterly 66 (Autumn 1989)551-556. [There is a

strong correlation between the depth of emotional response to an incident like the
Challenger accident and the time that the press spends on it.]*

Robertson, Donald F., _The Space Shuttle in Perspective," _ (October 8-14, 1990).
[In the long run, in spite of NASA's having over-sold the shuttle, the vehicle will prove
more reliable than any alternative, argues Robertson in this post-Challenger article.l*

Roland, Alex, "Priorities in Space for the USA," Space Policy 3 (May 1987) 104-114. [Roland
assesses the space station and space shuttle, calling the latter expensive and unreliable.
Be sure to include the response by John Logsdon and Roland's rejoinder.]*

Roland, Alex, "The Shuttle: Triumph or Turkey?" Discover (November 1985). [Just before the
Challenger accident, Roland argued that the space shuttle had failed to meet the goals
set out by NASA during its approval in the early 1970s. This was one of the first major
articles Questioning what was then viewed as the apparent success of the system.]+

Roland, Alex, "The Shuttle's Uncertain Future," Final ..FrQntier (April 1988)24-27. [Writing
after the Challenger accident, Roland concludes that the shuttle is inherently flawed
and should be replaced by a mixed fleet of launch vehicles.]+

Shepard, Alan, "Stay With the Shuttle," Washington Post (June 19, 1993), p. A20. [A solid
explanation of the technological obstacles to developing a low-cost replacement for the
space shuttle by America's first astronaut in space. Also see the June 26, 1993, response

by W. Paul Blase.]+

"Space Program," in Elizabeth H. and Philip K. Hastings, eds., Index tO International P0blic
Opinion, 1985-1986 (New York: Greenwood Press, 1987), pp. 469-470. [Ambivalent
attitudes toward the U.S. space program are registered in this public opinion poll.J+

"Space Shuttle Disaster: 8 in 10 Favor Continuation of Manned Shuttle Program,"
(March 1986) 10-14. [By a margin to 80 to 17 percent, the American people want

the space shuttle program to continue. Only 38 percent indicated a "great deal" of
confidence in NASA's ability to prevent future accidents.]+

"Star Trek." [The most famous spacecraft in fancy, the Starship Enterprise, battles the more

aerodynamically pleasing Klingon fleet.]

"Star Wars" (1977). [Hans Solo's Millennium Falcon and a variety of space fighters exhibit the

Hollywood fascination with easy-to-fly spacecraft.]

Stein, G. Harry, "The Sky is Going to Fall," Analog Science Fiction/Science FacA (August 1983)
74-77. [In this prophetic article, Stein warns that a space shuttle will inevitably crash
and kill the crew. A supporter of the manned space program, he wants to prepare the

public for inevitable media blitz that will follow.]+

Steinberg, Florence S., Aboard the Space Shuttle (Washington: NASA, 1980). [Prepared by
NASA's office of public affairs for school classes, this booklet describes the space

shuttle as a "freight" carrier and traveling repair shop.]+

"2001: A Space Odyssey" (1968). [Contains a variety of space craft of varying shapes, from the

space shuttle to the Jupiter transit vehicle.]

Verne, Jules, From the Earth tO the Moon (1865). [A squat 12 by 9 foot bullet-shaped
spacecraft is fired from a cannon to reach the Moon.]*
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Von Braun, Wernher, "Coming...Ferries to Space," Popular Science (September 1965)66ff. [An
imaginative forecast of the use of reuseable spacecraft.]*

Von Braun, Wernher, "The Reusable Space Transport," Am. erican Scientist 60 (November-
December 1972) 730-738. [Von Braun offers the NASA line on the space shuttle.]+

Von Braun, Wernher, and Frederick Ordway, "Spaceplane that Can Put You in Orbit: Space
Shuttle," Popular Science 197 (July 1970) 37-39. [An early promotion piece on the
shuttle, with its promise of airline-type operations.]*

Von Braun, Wernher, and Frederick Ordway, History of Rocketry and Space Travel (New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1966).**.

Wainright, Louden, "After 25 Years: An End to Innocence," Life (March 1988) 17-18. [An
assessment of the U.S. space program in the wake of the Challenger accident.]*

"When Worlds Collide" (1951). [A classically-shaped spacecraft is built with relative ease to
remove a few humans from the earth before it collides with an approaching star and
its single planet.]

Wilford, John Noble, "U.S. and Soviet See Key Exploration Role for Space Station," New York
Times (October 13, 1969). [Confirms the notion that a "low cost shuttle" was part of
the space station program, necessary to the station's economically efficient operation.]+

Wolfe, Tom, "Columbia Closes a Circle," National Geographic 160 (October 1981) 474-77. [The
space shuttle restores the airframe to space flight.]+

Wolfe, Tom, "Everyman vs. Astropower," Newsweek (February 10, 1986).*

Governmen_ D0cument_ and Materials

Allaway, Howard, Th¢ Space Shuttle at Work SP-432 (Washington: NASA, 1979). [A NASA
publication, prepared by a science writer/journalist, makes the "better, cheaper"
argument for the space shuttle.]+

Bilstein, Roger E., Stage_ tO Saturn SP-4206 (Washington: NASA, 1980). [A history of the
rocket that sped Americans to the Moon.]+

Bono, Philip, and Kenneth Gatland, Frontiers of Space (New York: Macmillan, 1969).
[Contains a lengthy discussion of the concept underlying the space shuttle, including
a commentary on George Mueller's original plans for the spacecraft.]*

Brooks, Courtney G.,James M.Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Chariots for Apollo; A Hi_ory
of Manned Lunar Spacecraft SP-4205 (Washington: NASA, 1979). [The Apollo
spacecraft was neither cheap nor easy to develop, nor did it "fly" like a plane. Recalls
the design considerations for the Lunar Module.]+

Hacker, Barton C.,and James M. Grimwood, On the Shoulders of Titans; A Hi_torv of Proiec_
Gemini SP-4203 (Washington: NASA, 1977). [See the section on NASA's attempt to glide
land the Gemini and Apollo capsule.]*

Lawrence, John, "The Demythification of NASA," NASA A¢_ivitie_ (November/December
1990) 3-5. [NASA's Director of Policies and Plans rebuts the critics of the space
program in general and the space shuttle in particular.]+

Low, George M. to Dale D. Myers, "Space Shuttle Objectives," January 27, 1970, NASA History
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Office. [Low argues that NASA should base its shuttle rationale on low-cost
economics.]*

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Space Shut)le (Houston: Johnson Space Center, 1975).
[NASA's promise that the shuttle will provide economical and routine access to space.]+

NASA, "Report of the 90-Day Study on Human Exploration of the Moon and Mars," November,

1989. [Section 3 contains NASA's plans for lunar and Mars spacecraft, which the White
House criticized as too conventional.]+

NASA Deputy Associate Administrator memo to Program Associate Administrators, "Principal
Wallops Island Action Items," undated [meeting June 11-14, 1970], yon Braun Library
Archive, A-SRC, Huntsville, AL. [Administrator Paine attempts to raise NASA out of
its conservatism and provide bold new initiatives.]*

NASA Office of Space Systems Development, "Access to Space Study," summary report, NASA
Headquarters, January 1994. [The search continues for a spacecraft --such as a single

stage to orbit vehicle --that can dramatically reduce the cost of space flight.]+

Synthesis Group on America's Space Exploration Initiative (Tom Stafford, chair), Am¢ri¢a
at the Threshold (Washington: GPO, 1991). [Responding to the White House call for new
ideas and technologies, the Synthesis group discusses the potential for nuclear thermal

rockets to cut weight and shorten the trip to Mars.]+

Truly, Richard, letter of June 8, 1990; accompanying
["I am writing to ask your help in identifying
Moon and Mars."]+

advertisement from New York Time_.
innovative approaches to exploring the

U.S. Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, NASA Authorization for Fiscal
Year 1970, part l, 91st Cong., 1st sess., 1969. [As initially envisioned, the space shuttle
was an afterthought to the space station goal. George Mueller confirms this logic in his

extensive testimony on the future of the manned space program.]+

Vice President's Space Policy Advisory Board, "The Future of the U.S. Space Launch
Capability," November 1992. [A special task group proposes the development of a

"spacelifter" to improve access to orbit.]+

Welch, Brian, "Musings of an Unabashed Shuttle Apologist," NASA Activitie_

(November/December 1990) 20-24. [In an effort to re justify the program, this NASA
publication compares the space shuttle to the development of the airplane.]+

Se¢0ndary Sources

Conway, Doug, "25 Years on the Final Frontier: Star Trek: Still Inspirational After All These
Years," All Aztra (September 1991). 44-48. [Star Trek made space travel look easy, with
quotes from Thomas Paine and other officials on the influence of the series.]+

David, Leonard, "Faster, Cheaper Mars Exploration Mission Proposed," Space News (June 11-
17, 1990). [Two proposals for a fast track to Mars emerged from a June 1990 Case for

Mars IV conference.]+

Donald, Ralph R., "The Mary Ann, The Ruptured Duck and the Enterprise: Character
Relationships with Air and Space Craft as Metaphors for Human Affinities," in Paul
Loukides and Linda K. Fuller, ed., Beyond the Stars III; The Material World in

American Popular Film (Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green State University Popular
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Press, date). [How captains love their spaceships more than their women. It is a silly
thesis, but a good review of spacecraft and aircraft in popular culture.]+ [Need date.]*

Fisher, James, and Andrew Lawler, "NASA, Space Council Split Over Moon-Mars Report,"
Space News (December 1-1, 1989). [Reports on the National Space Council
dissatisfaction with the technologies proposed in NASA's 90-day study.]+

Irvine, Mat,"Shuttlemania," Scale Models 9 (July 1978) 330-335. [A description of the model-
building mania that the space shuttle set off in the 1970s.]+

Miller, Ron, Thg Dream Machines: An Illustrated History 0f the Spaceship in Art, Science and
Literature (Melbourne, FL: Krieger Publishing Company, 1993). [An encyclopedia of
spaceship design covering over 2000 years of history.]*

Miller, Ron, "The Spaceship as Icon: Designs from Verne to the Early 1950s," in Frederick
Ordway and Randy Liebermann, BI.u.eprint for Space: Science Fiction t0 Science Fac_
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992). [Describes the "classic" spacecraft
shape: spindle-shaped with wings or fins in the rear.]+

Newell, Homer E., Beyond the Atmosphere; Early Years of Space Science SP-4211 (Washington:

NASA, 1980), chap. 17. [Contains sections on the origins of the space shuttle.]+

Nicholls, Peter, The Scien_'¢ in Science Fiction (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1983). [How fast

can we really fly in space? Sources for beliefs about space travel.]**

Sawyer, Kathy, "En Route to Space Goal, Groups Diverge," Washington PQSt (December 11,

1989). [White House officials complain about NASA's "business as usual" approach to
the Mars mission.]+

Wingrove, David, The Science Fi¢fi0n Film Source Book (Harlow, England: Longman, 1985).

[Reviews of major and minor science fiction films.]
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7. People in Space

Primary Sources

"Amelia Earhart," The American Experience. [Describes the popular fascination with Amelia
Earhart as a public relations phenomenon, an effort to portray women fliers "like Gods,
like aliens from outer space."]+

Bledsoe, Jerry, "Down from Glory," _ (January, 1973). [Comments on the astronaut
selection program.]*

Brown, Margery Brown, "Flying is Changing Women," Pictorial Revi.ew (June 1930). [This
woman pilot predicted that flying would make women confidence and aggressive and
lead to equal treatment of the sexes.]*

"Chauvinist Astropigs?" t_hicago Sun-Times (August 25, 1973). [Press reaction to the lack of
female astronauts.]*

Cobb, Jerrie; letter to the President (Lyndon B. Johnson), February 10, 1964, NASA History
Office. [Cobbs continues her efforts to be accepted into the U.S. astronaut corps.]+
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